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press release

New York, NY & Los Angeles, CA
2008: If you’re a princess bride,
evening gown goddess, or
cocktail countess you’re in
luck. The Dornink ‘08 collection
has arrived just in time to grant
the wishes of dress-needy
damsels everywhere.
Once again, designers Faythe and Sarah Dornink have
spun feminine fantasies into the magnificent gowns
which have made Dornink adored and sought out. This
season, the couturier sets a new standard
in enchantment.
Fresh bridal offerings showcase tiered floor-skimming
hems that fluidly trail structured bodies. Delicate but
decisive ruffles detail classic forms, and colorful sashes
drip from corseted bodices. Elegant, but not old –
Modern, but still magical, the Dornink collection
delivers its signature aesthetic of
traditional charm and vogue flair.
For cocktailers and evening dwellers, Dornink sets forth
its most diverse collection to date. The ‘08 instillation
sees essential silhouettes and clean lines offset by fiery
color schemes. A whimsical cut or two, and the
occasional power-tailored pantsuit present both girlish
and mature options. Playful prints abound with flowers
and butterflies fluttering through the collection, while
abstract designs catch the eye. Dornink has created the
quintessential closet for the woman with
a demanding social life.
The Dornink ‘08 collection is a dreamy and elegant
wonder. This season delivers a treasure chest of
breathtaking dresses certain to be the centerpiece of any
special day or perfect evening.

Mission
Statement
Dornink’s mission is to
flatter all that is feminine.
We are devoted to truly
individualizing every piece
we create to accentuate the
distinctly gorgeous
qualities of each client.

Our company is devoted to bringing the confidence within women
to the surface by customizing garments of extraordinary beauty
and exclusive quality. As a premium fashion house, we
understand it is of supreme importance that the client is as
comfortable as they are elegant. Dornink is committed to
creating exquisite dresses fit to walk down the aisle, the runway,
or any other place a woman’s day might take her.

company
bio
Dornink is a couturier headquartered in Des Moines, Iowa
and specializing in highly
customized, master dressmaking. The company was
founded in 2004 under
President, Faythe Dornink’s,
finely seasoned eye for
artful and intricate sewing.

Since the original Dornink gown was unveiled in April 2004, daughter
and head designer, Sarah Dornink, has forayed the family business
into a full scale fashion house with enough metropolitan savvy for any
city. The Dornink collection is a luscious mix of cocktail, evening, and
bridal gowns conceived to bring clients high fashion, infused with the
elements of functionality and freedom. The label is a dynamic
combination of traditional craftsmanship and modern New York
tutelage that yields creations only time, skill, and talent could
produce. The Dornink collection has been widely welcomed
expanding quickly to New York and throughout the Midwest. The
designs have been snapped up by both, bridal and luxe lifestyle
boutiques nation wide. From New York to LA, and every state between,
the Dornink company believes that success is making all women look
and feel absolutely amazing.

